
 
 
  

With two locations in rural East Texas, Citizens State Bank prides itself on providing its customers with 
personalized, hometown-style service “where you always talk to a person.” That was becoming more 
difficult, though, with two aging, outdated analog phone systems that didn’t talk to each other very 
well.  
 
With connection between sites spotty at best, customer calls were frequently dropped or went 
unanswered. 
 
“We knew we weren’t exactly in the twenty-first century when it came to communications 
technology,” admits the bank’s Office Administrator Angela Conarroe. “The connection would go up 
and down and was not a reliable method to talk to one another.” 
 
Worries about resulting down time also revealed a need for a system that provided the bank and its 
customers with redundancy and resiliency for greater security and business continuity.  
 
Realizing it was time for a long-overdue upgrade and update to its telecommunications, Citizens State 
Bank turned to TeleComp (formerly Co-nexus Communication Systems) and Mitel to replace its two 
separate systems with a new, single unified communications platform. 
 
Listening to the needs of the bank and understanding what they wanted to accomplish, TeleComp 
brought all the parties together to make it happen, keeping all the vendors on track, on schedule and 
on budget.  
 
TeleComp began laying the foundation of a modern, state-of-the-art system with a new fiber 
connection and SD-WAN network between the bank’s main office in Corrigan and a branch location in 
Groveton. The old analog lines were replaced with SIP trunks in a single shared group, allowing both 
locations to utilize a single-answer line and shared voice mail system.  
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Next, technicians installed a new Mitel phone system at each of 
the bank’s two offices and connected them via Mitel 
Networking for full-on redundancy and resiliency. Now, each 
site can automatically back up the other. Calls can be answered 
or transferred easily between the two, providing a seamless 
customer experience when calling either location. With the 
new SIP trunks, calls can also be re-routed to a group of cell 
phones for additional backup purposes should service to both 
offices be interrupted by a cable cut or other unexpected 
outage. 
 
“TeleComp did all this at a price point that was almost too good 
to be true,” says Angela. “With the new system’s capabilities 
and advanced technology, we’re able to realize greater cost 
savings while paying close to the same monthly price as we 
were for the old Nortel and Toshiba systems we were using.  
 
“So, were we thrilled to be working with TeleComp on this 
project? Absolutely. And you can take that to the bank.”  
 
 
 

ABOUT CITIZENS STATE BANK 

Citizens State Bank was chartered in 
1919. In 1981, the bank became a 
subsidiary of Citizens State Financial 
Corporation, a locally owned bank 
holding company.  The Board of 
Directors is composed of individuals 
who have a deep vested interest in 
community progress and success. 
www.csbanktx.com 

 

 

About TeleComp 
 
TeleComp was founded in 2003 in Northwest Arkansas after the merger of three smaller telecommunications 
and computer companies. TeleComp expanded to Little Rock in the following years. TeleComp specializes in 
Hosted Cloud phone systems and contact centers utilizing its own proprietary cloud platform, TeleCloud. 
Additionally, as a Tier 3 Phone and Internet Carrier, TeleComp delivers business fiber through its own fiber 
network and wholesale agreement with AT&T. In 2018, TeleComp secured its Platinum statuses with both Mitel 
business telephones and AT&T Partner Exchange program providing fiber sales and service, which makes it one 
of the largest service companies in the United States. 
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